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Abstract

in morphologically rich languages, such as Spanish
or German, can be expensive and lead to incorrect
inflection of a word, thus generating ungrammatical
or meaningless texts.

We present a flexible Natural Language Generation approach for Spanish, focused on the
surface realisation stage, which integrates an
inflection module in order to improve the naturalness and expressivity of the generated language. This inflection module inflects the
verbs using an ensemble of trainable algorithms whereas the other types of words (e.g.
nouns, determiners, etc) are inflected using
hand-crafted rules. We show that our approach
achieves 2% higher accuracy than two stateof-art inflection generation approaches. Furthermore, our proposed approach also predicts
an extra feature: the inflection of the imperative mood, which was not taken into account
by previous work. We also present a user evaluation, where we demonstrate that the proposed method significantly improves the perceived naturalness of the generated language.

1

We propose a flexible and domain independent
NLG approach for Spanish, focused on the surface
realisation stage, which integrates an inflection module. This inflection module incorporates an ensemble of trainable algorithms to automatically inflect a
sentence by learning the inflection of Spanish verbs
in conjunction with some hand-crafted rules for inflecting others types of words.

Introduction

Improving the naturalness and expressivity of the
generated language is key in the area of Natural Language Generation (NLG), which aims to automatically generate text from non textual inputs. Specifically, one way to address it is by enriching the
language through its morphology. Existing NLG
systems are usually applied to non-morphologically
rich languages, such as English, where the morphological realisation (i.e. the production of well inflected sentences or words through the use of words’
morpho-syntactic properties) of words during the
generation can be done using hand-written rules or
existing libraries such as SimpleNLG (Gatt and Reiter, 2009). However, the use of this type of rules

Our contributions to the field are as follows: we
propose a flexible NLG approach for Spanish, focused on the surface realisation stage, which includes a novel and efficient inflection module that
tackles the challenge of inflection generation using
an ensemble of algorithms together with some handcrafted rules; we contribute a high-quality dataset
which includes instances of Spanish verbs for all
the grammatical moods (in contrast with the current inflection approaches which do not tackle the
imperative mood); our inflection module achieves
2% higher accuracy than the state-of-the-art methods; and finally, the proposed method achieves significant improvement of the perceived naturalness of
the generated language in terms of coherence, grammaticality and post-editing.
In the next section (Section 2), we refer to the related work on inflection generation in general and
on inflection within NLG systems. In Section 3,
we describe our overall surface realisation approach
which consists of three modules, including the proposed inflection module for NLG. In Section 4, we
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present the experimental setup for testing the inflection module both with automatic metrics against
state-of-the-art approaches and with a user evaluation, and in Section 5, we discuss the results. Finally, in Section 6, directions for future work are
discussed.

2

Related Work

An NLG system comprises a wide range of modules,
commonly grouped into a pipeline of three broad
stages: document planning, microplanning and surface realisation (Reiter and Dale, 2000). The latter is
responsible for generating the output text in natural
language, which includes the morphological realisation in order to make the generated language more
natural and expressive.
Most of the existing NLG systems usually work
with English where the morphological realisation
does not represent a problem because of its simplicity. It can be addressed using existing libraries as
in Khan et al. (2015) where the SimpleNLG software (Gatt and Reiter, 2009) is used to generate sentences from predicate argument structures. On the
other hand, previous work has addressed the morphology employing information extracted from lexicons (Androutsopoulos et al., 2013) or has not included it (Ballesteros et al., 2015).
The grammatical richness of the Spanish language is a challenge for NLG. Existing methods
to automatically learn/predict the inflection of the
verbs for morphologically rich languages have used
supervised or semi-supervised learning (Durrett and
DeNero, 2013; Ahlberg et al., 2014; Nicolai et al.,
2015; Faruqui et al., 2016) to learn morphological rules on word forms in order to inflect the desired words. Other approaches have relied on linguistic information, such as morphemes and phonology (Cotterell et al., 2016); morphosyntactic disambiguation rules (Suárez et al., 2005); and graphical
models (Dreyer and Eisner, 2009).
Recently, the morphological inflection has been
also addressed at SIGMORPHON 2016 Shared Task
(Cotterell et al., 2016) where, given a lemma with
its part-of-speech, a target inflected form had to be
generated (Task 1). This task was addressed through
several approaches, including align and transduce
(Alegria and Etxeberria, 2016; Nicolai et al., 2016;
42

Liu and Mao, 2016); recurrent neural networks
(Kann and Schütze, 2016; Aharoni et al., 2016;
Östling, 2016); and linguistic-inspired heuristics approaches (Taji et al., 2016; Sorokin, 2016). Overall, recurrent neural networks approaches performed
better, being (Kann and Schütze, 2016) the best performing system in the shared task, obtaining around
98%. For the purpose of this task, a dataset in 10
languages, including Spanish1 , was provided. This
dataset consisted of examples of word forms with its
corresponding morphosyntactic descriptions.
Finally, the work described here differs from existing statistical surface realisation methods which
use phrase-based or n-grams learning (e.g., (Konstas and Lapata, 2012; Angeli et al., 2010)) since
they do not include morphological inflection. In
this respect, our work is more similar to (Dušek and
Jurčı́ček, 2013), where the inflected word forms are
learnt through multi-class logistic regression by predicting edit scripts; and (Bohnet et al., 2010) where
a statistical morphology generator (evaluated for English, Spanish, German and Chinese) was employed
as a part of a support-vector-machines based surface
realiser from semantic structures.

3

Surface Realisation Approach

This section describes the overall surface realisation
approach for Spanish. The approach is divided in
three modules as shown in Figure 1: (1) vocabulary
selection, (2) generation of related sentences and (3)
inflection generation.
The vocabulary selection module chooses the vocabulary that is used for text generation. This vocabulary is then used to generate a set of related
sentences in lemma forms with the chosen content
words (i.e. all of the words contained in the sentences are lemmas). This content is then used to
generate related sentences in lemma form that also
contain terms included in the previous sentence. Finally, the inflection module inflects all the content of
the sentences generated into inflected sentences, that
will be the final output of the approach.
1
The dataset also includes the imperative mood, however
it does not include examples for all the tenses for a concrete
verb. For instance, which corresponding, for the verb “abacorar” there are only 2 examples which corresponding to the first
person plural of the present of indicative. Therefore, we opted
to create a wide-coverage dataset for this work.

guide the sentences to be generated as it will be explained in the next section.
3.2

Figure 1: Diagram of the surface realisation approach divided
in 3 modules: vocabulary selection, generation of related sentences and inflection generation.

3.1

Vocabulary Selection

As mentioned, the proposed approach mainly focuses on the surface realisation stage. Therefore, the
content and the vocabulary needed to generate a sentence are determined by the input corpora and input
seed feature. In general, a seed feature is an abstract
object (which can be anything such as a topic, a sentiment, etc.) that is used to guide the generation
process in relation to the most suitable vocabulary
and content that the generated text will contain for a
given domain (Barros and Lloret, 2015). The aim of
the generated sentences is to meet the requirements
expressed with this seed feature (e.g. to contain the
maximum number of words for a specific phoneme,
or to generate an opinionated sentence (Barros and
Lloret, 2017)).
In this work, we selected phonemes (i.e. a small
set of units different for each language, considered
to be the basic distinctive units of speech by which
morphemes, words, and sentences are represented)
as the seed feature employed during the generation
process. This approach will be useful in the context of assistive technologies for users with language
impairments (e.g. dyslalia2 ) and the choice of the
seed features is based on the end system. The generated sentences will contain the maximum number of
words with the phoneme employed as the seed feature. These words are obtained from a part of the
training corpus and stored into a bag of words that
is used during the generation process. For example,
for phoneme /d/, the bag of words could contain the
words delfı́n-dolphin- or dormir-to sleep. The vocabulary contained in the bag of words is used to
2

A disorder in phoneme articulation which implies the inability to correctly pronounce certain phonemes or groups of
phonemes.
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Generation of Related Sentences

This module generates a set of related sentences
whose words are in lemma form by choosing the
words of a sentence using over-generation and ranking techniques (Barros and Lloret, 2016). Starting
from a training corpus, an input seed feature and a
bag of words with the vocabulary, a factored language model is learnt over it. Factored language
models (FLM) are an extension of language models,
proposed by Bilmes and Kirchhoff (2003), where
a word is viewed as a vector of k factors such that
wt ≡ {ft1 , ft2 , . . . , ftK }. These factors can be anything, including lemmas, stems, words or any other
lexical, syntactic or semantic features. Our approach uses the lemmas and Part-of-Speech (POS)
tags as factors, due to the variability that they can
bring to the generated sentences. The words chosen for generation will be in a lemma form, therefore, they are able to be further inflected to improve
the naturalness and expressivity of the generated language. Furthermore, for the purpose of this research,
a simple grammar (based on the basic structure that
divides a sentence into subject, verb and object),
shown in Figure 2, is used to guarantee the appearance of some elements in the generated sentence.
S → NP VP
NP → D N
VP → V NP
Figure 2: Basic clause structure grammar.

In order to generate a set of related sentences with
related content, we first generate independently a
sentence by employing over-generation techniques,
where a set of candidate sentences is generated
based on the probabilities given by the FLM and the
seed feature selected. The generation process prioritises the selection of words from the bags of words
in order to ensure that the generated sentences will
contain the maximum number of words related with
the input seed feature.
These candidate sentences are subsequently
ranked in order to select one, based on the sentence
probability. The probability of a sentence is computed by the chain rule where the probability can be

calculated as the product of the probability of all the
words:
n
Y
P (w1 , w2 ...wn ) =
P (wi |w1 , w2 ...wi−1 ) (1)
i=1

As suggested in Isard et al. (2006), the probability
of a word is determined as the linear combination of
FLMs, where a weight λi was assigned for each of
them:
i−1
P (fi |fi−2
)=
i−1 1/n
i−1 1/n
λ1 P1 (fi |fi−2
)
+ · · · + λn Pn (fi |fi−2
)

(2)

where f is the selected factors from the different
FLMs and the total sum of the weights is 1.
After one sentence is generated, we perform postagging, syntactic parsing and semantic parsing to
identify different linguistic components of the sentence content (e.g. the subject, the object, name entities, etc.). To generate a sentence with related content, one of the identified linguistic components is
chosen to influence the generation of the next sentence. This linguistic component is included in the
sentence replacing the same type of linguistic component included in the next related sentence or it is
used as a guide to select the content of the bag of
words. For example, if the sentence generated by
this module is “mi padre tocar el suelo”(my father
to touch the ground), after performing the analysis
of its content, this module would identify as linguistic components the subject (“mi padre”- my father)
and the object (“el suelo” - the ground) of the sentence. The module would choose one of the two
identified linguistic components, and would generate a sentence related to “mi padre”(my father) or a
sentence related to “el suelo”(the ground).
Then, the remaining sentences are generated
based on the probabilities estimated by the FLM,
the input seed feature and the information extracted
from the linguistic component.
3.3

Inflection Generation

After the set of related sentences are generated by
the previous module, they are inflected by the last
module integrated within the surface realisation approach (Barros et al., 2017). At this stage, we only
address the inflection of Spanish verbs using supervised learning because of their complexity. The inflection of other simpler word types (e.g. determin44

ers, noun, adjectives, etc.) is done through a rulebased approach in order to ensure the gender and
number concordance. In order to learn the inflection of Spanish verbs, we first created a dataset containing all the necessary information to inflect the
verbs. The dataset was constructed by consulting
the Real Academia Española3 and the Enciclopedia
Libre Universal en Español4 . The dataset is composed of the following features: (1) ending, (2) ending stem, (3) penSyl, (4) person, (5) number, (6)
tense, (7) mood, (8) suff1, (9) suff2, (10) stemC1,
(11) stemC2, (12) stemC3 (see also Table 1).
We considered that a word can be divided into
three parts: (1) the ending (in Spanish the verbs are
classified by their ending); (2) ending stem (i.e. the
closest consonant to the ending); and (3) penSyl (i.e.
the previous syllable of the ending formed by the
whole syllable or its dominant vowel is extracted),
as shown in Figure 3.
Suff1 and suff2 are the inflection predicted for the
suffix of the verb form; and stemC1, stemC2 and
stemC3, refer to the inflection predicted for the stem
of the verb form.

Figure 3: Division of the Spanish verb to begin and its inflection for the first singular person of the present tense and in the
subjunctive mood.

We trained an ensemble of individual models for
each of the features with a potential inflection value.
We used the WEKA (Frank et al., 2016) implementation of the Random Forest algorithm to train the
models for the stemC3 and stemC2 features, and the
Random Tree algorithm to train the models for the
suff1, suff2 and stemC1 features. We then predicted
all the possible inflections given a verb in its base
form, i.e., all the tenses for each mood in Spanish.
For accomplishing this task, we first analysed the
base form to extract the necessary features for the
3
http://www.rae.es/diccionario-panhispanico-dedudas/apendices/modelos-de-conjugacion-verbal
4
http://enciclopedia.us.es/index.php/Categorı́a:Verbos

Feature
(1) ending
(2) ending stem
(3) penSyl
(4) person
(5) number
(6) tense
(7) mood
(8) suff1
(9) suff2
(10) stemC1
(11) stemC2
(12) stemC3

Description
ending of the verb that can be “-ar”, “-er” and “-ir”, used to classify the verbs in 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd conjugation respectively.
the closest consonant or group of letters to the ending, being part of the same syllable of
the ending
the previous syllable of the ending, consisting of the whole syllable or the dominant vowel
grammatical distinction between references to participants in an event, which can be 1st
(the speaker), 2nd (the addressee) and 3rd (others) person
grammatical category that expresses count distinctions, which can be singular (one) or
plural (more than one)
category that expresses time reference, in Spanish there are 17 different verb tenses
grammatical features of the verbs used for denoting modality (statement of facts, of desire,
of commands, etc.), in Spanish there are three different moods
one of the possible inflections for the ending
one of the possible inflections for the ending
one of the possible inflections for the stem
one of the possible inflections for the stem
one of the possible inflections for the stem

Table 1: Detailed description of features. A specific verb tense in Spanish can have more than one valid inflection, being necessary
to predict each variant of the tense.

inflection, and then we predicted its predicted inflection using the models. Finally, the predicted inflections were employed to replace the features previously identified in the base form, leading to the reconstruction of the base form into the desired inflection, as it can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Reconstruction of the verb elegir (to choose) with the
features predicted by the models.

4

Experiments

We performed two experiments: first, we tested the
inflection module by comparing it against the stateof-the-art in order to ensure the accuracy for this
task. Secondly, we generated and inflected the sentences using the whole surface realisation approach
in order to test whether the quality of the generated
sentences improved.
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4.1

Experiments on Inflection Generation

For the first experiment, we compared our inflection module (RandFT) with two very competitive
baselines by Durret13 (Durrett and DeNero, 2013)
and Ahlberg14 (Ahlberg et al., 2014), by measuring
the accuracy of their output for Spanish verb inflections under the same conditions. This experiment
was done to validate the performing of the inflection
module.
In order to compare our system with both baselines, we employed the test set of examples (200
different verbs) which was made available by Durrett and DeNero (2013), since this test-set included
verbs with both irregular and regular forms. This test
set does not include any of the entries used within
our training dataset. For the experiments, we generated all the verb inflections for the 200 base forms.
Furthermore, the aforementioned baselines do not
predict all the grammatical moods that exist in the
Spanish language. Both baselines are only able to
predict the indicative and subjunctive mood, but not
the imperative one, which is complex especially for
irregular forms. To tackle this, we used an additional
test-set to evaluate this grammatical mood. We created the additional test-set by employing information from the Freeling’s lexicon for the imperative
forms of these 200 verbs (Padró and Stanilovsky,
2012).

4.2

Experiments on End-to-end NLG

5.1

For the second experiment, we integrated the inflection unit with the surface realisation approach described in Section 3 in order to test if the quality
of the generated sentences improved. For this purpose, we generated a set of three related sentences
for each Spanish phoneme (i.e. there are a total of 27
phonemes in Spanish). These sentences have related
topics that will appear within the set so that the direct object of a sentence is used as the subject of the
following sentence, obtaining a preliminary set of
related sentences. We compared our realisation approach against a random baseline, where a random
verb tense was assigned for each of the sentences
forming the set. We set our proposed approach to a
fixed tense, either present or indicative. These sentences were ranked according to the approach described in section 3.2 being the linear combination
of FLM as follows: P (wi ) = λ1 P (fi |fi−2 , fi−1 ) +
λ2 P (fi |pi−2 , pi−1 ) + λ3 P (pi |fi−2 , fi−1 ), where f
refers to a lemma, p refers to a POS tag, and λi are
set λ1 = 0.25, λ2 = 0.25 and λ3 = 0.5. These values were empirically determined by testing different
values and comparing the results obtained.
For this experiment, we used a collection of
Hans Christian Andersen tales, automatically gathered from Ciudad Seva5 , as a corpus. In order to
train the FLM, used during the generation, we employed SRILM (Stolcke, 2002), a software that allows to build and apply statistical language models, which includes and implementation of FLM. In
addition, we use Freeling language analyser (Padró
and Stanilovsky, 2012) to tag the corpus with lexical
information as well as to perform the analysis of the
generated sentences.

5

Evaluation and Results

This section describes the results obtained with the
experimentation carried out. First, the results obtained from the comparison of our inflection module in order to validate its performance are shown.
Then, the results obtained from the integration of
this module within the end-to-end NLG approach
are described.
5
http://ciudadseva.com/autor/hans-christianandersen/cuentos/
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Results for the Inflection Module

The results obtained are shown in Table 2, where
we compared the inflection of the same verb tenses
as Durret and Ahlberg using the test-set described
in the previous section. Our inflection module,
which includes an ensemble of classifiers (RandFT),
trained with our generalised dataset for Spanish, obtained a higher overall accuracy (but not significantly) with respect to the state-of-the-art baselines
systems.
Approach
RandFT
Durret13
Ahlberg14

Correctly
predicted
verb tables
99%
97%
96%

Correctly
predicted
verb forms
99.98%
99.76%
99.52%

Table 2: Accuracy of predicting inflection of verb tables and
individual verb forms given only the base form, evaluated with
an unseen test set of 200 verbs. For the imperative mood, our
system achieves 100% accuracy, however the baselines do not
predict the imperative form.

Base form–Inflected form
contar–cuenta; errar–yerra; haber–he; hacer–
haz; oler–huele; ir–ve; oı́r–oye; decir–di
Table 3: Variability of inflection in the imperative mood for the
2nd person singular of the present.

In addition, our model can correctly perform the
inflection of the imperative mood, which was not included in the baseline systems. This grammatical
mood, which forms commands or requests, contains
unique imperative forms among the irregular Spanish verbs, as shown in Table 3. For this experiment,
our system achieves 100% accuracy when evaluated
on the additional test-set.
5.2

Results for the Generated Text

We also performed a user evaluation with three evaluators in order to discern if the inclusion of the inflection module improved the naturalness and expressivity of the language.
Each evaluator was shown 27 sets of sentences
with different kinds of inflections (i.e. without inflecting the sentences, with a fixed inflection and
with a random inflection, as described in Section

Figure 5: Number of sentences scored for each rating of the 5-pt Likert scale regarding the coherence, the grammatical errors and
the ease of correction. The minimum values for the coherence indicate a lack of meaning of the sentences whereas the maximum
values indicate a correct full meaning for a sentence. For the grammatical errors ratings, the minimum values represent a high
number of errors in the sentences and the higher values indicate a lack of errors in the sentences. Finally, the minimum ease of
correction values refers to a huge number of changes required to correct or improve the sentences while the maximum values
indicates otherwise.

4.2) and had to overall rate each set using a 5-pt
Likert scale, in terms of coherence, the grammatical errors an the post-editing. The coherence, which
is very difficult to determine automatically being its
analysis performed manually, refers to the meaning
of the generated sentence, so that a sentence with
no meaning would be rated with a 1 and a sentence
with a full meaning would be rated with a 5. In contrast, the grammatical errors indicate the amount of
errors in the sentence (i.e. fewer errors indicate a better sentence). The post-editing (ease of correction)
refers to the amount of changes necessary to convert a sentence with many errors into one with no
errors. In this sense, the lower values for the posttagging indicates the need to make a lot of changes
to the sentence whereas the higher values refers to
not perform changes to the sentence. All the sentences contained in the sets were different since they
were generated with each of the Spanish phonemes.
A summary of the results obtained can be seen in
the Table 4. The results of inflecting a sentence in
47

Inflection Coherence
Type
Mean Mode
Without 2.65* 2
Fixed
3.36* 3
Random 3.31* 5

Grammar
errors
Mean Mode
2.73* 3
3.57* 3
3.51* 4

Postediting
Mean Mode
2.75* 3
3.54* 4
3.48* 4

Table 4: Results of the means and the modes of the 5-pt Likert scale with respect to the coherence, grammatical errors and
ease of correction, of the inflected generated sentences. * denotes significance with p < 0.01.

contrast to not inflecting it are better, indicating that
the quality of the generated sentences improved.
Figure 5 summarises the number of set of sentences (i.e. one set per phoneme) derived from the
evaluation of the ratings mentioned before. As can
be seen in the figure, the sentences without inflection
are less coherent than the inflected sentences (both
fixed and random inflection). In terms of grammaticality and ease of correction (post-tagging), the noninflected sentences score lower than the inflected

sentences. These ratings in concordance to the results given in Table 4 demonstrate the improvement
of the quality obtained after applying inflection to
the generated sentences. In contrast, the ratings obtained from the fixed inflection and random inflection are quite similar, standing out the ratings of this
last one in coherence. This is due to the fact that the
inflection of the verb is the only thing that can be
random or fixed in the sentence; however a sentence
can be meaningful with more than one verb tense.
For instance, consider the following two sentences:
“I am in the ground” and “I was on the ground”.
Both are meaningful, and grammatically correct.

Phoneme: /n/
Without Inflection
Cuánto cosa tener nuestro pensamiento.
(How much thing to have our thinking.)
Cuánto pensamiento tener nuestro corazón.
(How much thought to have our heart.)
Cuánto corazón tener nuestro pensamiento.
(How much heart to have our thinking.)

5.3

Discussion

With the experimentation carried out, on the one
hand, the inflection module obtained almost 100%
of accuracy, being able to inflect almost all the verbs
in Spanish. On the other hand, the introduction of an
inflection module in a surface realisation approach
improves the generated language. This inflection approach could be further used in phrase-based NLG
systems (i.e. systems trained to generated text based
on n-grams rather than linguistic rules), in order to
enhance the naturalness, grammaticality and coherence of the generated text. However, at this stage,
while the NLG without the inflection module is language independent, the inflection module is only
able to learn the inflection for Spanish verbs.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented a flexible and domain independent NLG approach for Spanish focused on the surface realisation stage. Within the NLG approach,
a robust light-weight supervised inflection module
to obtain the inflected form of any Spanish verb for
any of its moods (indicative, subjunctive and imperative) was integrated. This inflection module obtained accuracy close to 100%, outperforming existing state-of-the-art approaches. In addition, the
integration of this inflection module within a surface realisation approach improves the quality of the
generated sentences, adding naturalness and expressivity to the generated language. In the future, we
plan to learn the inflection for other types of words
(not only verbs), seeking for a whole sentence inflection model. Moreover, we will test this inflection
approach to other languages.

Fixed Inflection
Cuánta cosa tiene nuestro pensamiento.
(How much thing our thinking has.)
Cuánto pensamiento tiene nuestro corazón.
(How much thought our heart has.)
Cuánto corazón tiene nuestro pensamiento.
(How much heart our thinking has.)
Random Inflection
Cuánta cosa tiene nuestro pensamiento.
(How much thing our thinking has.)
Cuánto pensamiento tuviere nuestro corazón.
(How much thought our heart had.)
Cuánto corazón tenga nuestro pensamiento.
(How much heart our thinking had.)

Acknowledgments

Figure 6: Example of a generated set of sentences for the
phoneme /n/ without inflection, with a fixed inflection (e.g. in
present of indicative) and with random inflection (first sentence
in present of indicative, second sentence in present of subjunctive and third sentence in past imperfect of subjunctive).

Some examples of the inflection of an automatically generated set of sentences by the described approach are shown in Figure 6.
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